PLACE MAKING ACTION PLAN
MAY 2019

THE BEND IN THE ROAD IS THE PLACE
WHERE A NEW DIRECTION BEGINS
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Welcome
The Bend in the Road is a volunteer group of local residents and businesses
passionate about our stretch of Scarborough Beach Road.
We have plans to transform The Bend into a place that's colourful, quirky and
buzzing. Using a ‘strengths-based’ approach to build on what makes The Bend
special like our relaxed coastal vibe and growing number of independent small
businesses, we want to redefine our patch as somewhere locals and visitors seek
out and are surprised and delighted by what they find.
Driven by an energised and talented team, we have many impressive
accomplishments under our belt including galvanising the local business and
residential community, hosting arts and history events and making our streets more
people-friendly through improved seating and artworks.
To ensure The Bend in the Road’s future remains bright and we continue to attract
volunteers and funding to make our ideas a reality, we have developed a threeyear Action Plan that is both robust and achievable yet inspiring and aspirational.
We have grand plans to transform The Bend and invite you to explore this Plan and
consider how you can help us make it happen. We look forward to welcoming you
on board.

David Wray - Chair
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Place Snapshot
One of Perth’s most identifiable and diverse
streets, Scarborough Beach Road connects
North Perth to Scarborough through Doubleview,
Osborne Park and Mount Hawthorn through the
City of Stirling (CoS).
The distinct bend in Scarborough Beach Road,
between St Brigid’s Terrace in Doubleview and
Westview Street in Scarborough, signals a
gateway where a new pace and energy emerges
– one blending the urbanity of a busy Perth main
street with the relaxed beach-side lifestyle of the
sunset coast.
Urban fabric – with its main street village
centres, stunning views, and transforming
residential streetscapes, the Bend offers a
range of experiences and places to explore

This is most apparent close to and along
Scarborough Beach Road which can at times feel
like a harsh, fast-moving traffic corridor, not a
welcoming people-friendly main street.

Heritage and culture – an eclectic
assortment of modest post-war
bungalows and strip shops, retro gems
and modern architecture

People – The Bend is home to a welleducated and generous community

The Bend was first subdivided in 1910 with streets
given the same name as those in the centre
of Perth as a canny trick to encourage interstate
investors into thinking they were purchasing in
the CBD.

Doubleview is billed as a family friendly suburb
due to its proximity to good schools, leafy streets
and relaxed beachside lifestyle. Local residents
are more likely to have been born in Australia
and will volunteer their time than someone from
Greater Perth.
Doubleview

Greater
Perth

Median age

35

36

The Bend is bookmarked by two discrete villages.
Scarborough East is the bigger of the two,
featuring our local supermarket, cafes, a mix
of beloved businesses, and the Scarborough
Community Hub. The Hilltop village welcomes
visitors from the east with a boutique strip of
retail, cafés and professional services.

University
qualification

49%

33%

Lone person
households

26%

22%

Couples with
children

45%

46%

Unemployment rate 5.3%

8.1%

Apart from Munro Reserve with its unique views
to the sparkling Indian Ocean to the west and
the city and Darling Ranges to the east, there is
a distinct shortage of public open space within
and close to The Bend. This highlights the need
to identify opportunities to soften the urban
landscape with places to relax and recharge,
making it more attractive to stay local.

Median weekly
household income

$2,015

$1,636

Households with
a mortgage

45%

42%

Born in Australia

64%

57%

Volunteer

21%

18%

Following WWII, the State Government
accelerated residential for returning soldiers in
the Northern section of Doubleview. Intriguing
reference and heritage value exists in the timber
frame residences, a number of which fall under
the CoS’s heritage register.
More recently, the retro water tower was added
at the top of Ewen Street and now stands as a
defining feature of the area.
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Crafting our
Action Plan
Using CoS’s 2016 Vision and Activation Strategy for
Scarborough Beach Road as a foundation, we consulted the
local community and businesses in collaboration with place
making specialists at urban strategy firm, element.
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Online survey

Walkshop – 18 November

62 responses

20 participants

What People Told Us
What’s working well

What needs work /
what’s missing

What could be used better

What else

•

•

Traffic speed, noise and volume

•

•

•

Pedestrian crossings

Verges and footpaths – greenery,
activation and signage

Child and family friendly spaces –
nature play, skate park, dog park

•

Public transport – access to
other parts of the city, bus
shelters

•

Laneways – spaces to meet and
socialise

•

More ways to discover The Bend
– signage, tours, treasure hunts

•

Carparks – use for events and
activation, food trucks, movies, music
and dance

•

Public transport – bus stops with
stories/art, free shuttle bus on
Sundays

•

Munro Reserve – hub with community
spaces, nature playground, fenced dog
park and artworks

•

Local economy – better diversity
of shops, support for small
businesses, eco markets

•

West Stirling Neighbourhood House
– upgrade facilities, complement
with café and investigate developing
apartments above

•

Sustainability initiatives – e-bike
hire, reducing plastic

•

Scarborough Community Hub –
collaborations and programming to
enliven spaces

•

Tennis court – Wilding Street (note
private ownership)

•

•

Laneways – safe routes
and direct access to
shops
Growing number of
popular businesses –
especially cafés
Public transport
– frequency along
Scarborough Beach Road

•

Murals and artworks

•

Munro Reserve – shady
trees, West Stirling
Neighbourhood House

•

Established community
with skills and interest

•

Disconnected, narrow and
uneven paths

•

Shade – street trees and
continuous awnings

•

Seating in key places

•

Signage – wayfinding,
information, advertising

•

Verges - dry, dying, uninviting

•

Overflowing and unsightly bins

•

Inactive / empty shops – lack of
small bars, alfresco dining
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Vision
The Bend in the Road is the place where a
new direction begins.
Drawing on our past and what makes our
patch stand out, The Bend will flourish into
a destination for people seeking a blend
of urban liveliness and breezy coastal
community vibes.
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Our Priorities
The Bend is supportive of the City’s Scarborough
Beach Road West Activity Corridor Strategy which
sets the groundwork for a physical transformation
of The Bend from a car-dominated transport
corridor into a place for people to live, work
and play. This will include the redevelopment of
single-storey residential homes into medium-rise
apartment developments over the medium term,
and the enhancement of the transport network,
including cycle lanes, and a dedicated bus lane
preceding light rail connecting Scarborough to
Innaloo.
The Bend will benefit from this transformation
through space for cars being transferred to
people and cyclists, fewer driveways fronting
Scarborough Beach providing more room for
shady trees, greenery and seating and an uplift in
local population required to support our valued
small businesses.
While we will actively champion the Plan’s timely
implementation through discussions with the
City’s administration, and our local, State and
Federal representatives, we will focus our efforts
on projects we can more readily progress over
the short and medium terms.
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Taking into account the engagement findings and
looking to places similar to The Bend, we have
refined our priority actions into five focus areas:

×
×
×

Live and Local: bringing The Bend to life
with music, events and celebrations fit
for our beachside and urban lifestyle
Growing Green: making The Bend
blossom
A Brand for the Bend: making it
clear this is The Bend’s territory, and
surprising and delighting people as
they look around

×

Magnificent Munro: transforming
Munro Reserve into the jewel of The
Bend

×

A People-Friendly Bend: championing
a longer-term transformation of The
Bend from a corridor for cars into a
place for people

Our implementation plan steps our key initiatives
we believe we can achieve over the next three
years across the five focus areas. As we
successfully deliver initiatives, we will consider
ideas raised through our engagement as well
as new opportunities.

Our Top 6 Initiatives
1.

Buy Nothing Eco Market – annual swap meet
leveraging our eclectic mix of businesses

2. Pavement performances – relaxed tunes and
carpark jazz
3. Laneway parties – billy cart races, food trucks
and craft stalls
4. Bendesque artworks – murals, sculptures,
colourful power poles
5. Social sundowners – quarterly shindigs
bringing people together
6. Urban plantings – greening and softening our
verges, laneways and sumps

Implementation Plan
1. Live and Local: bringing The Bend to life with music, events and celebrations fit for our city meets beach lifestyle. Activities
to bring our community together and bring visitors in will build layers of vibrancy and connection to our neighbourhood
INITIATIVE

ACTIONS

TIPS

1.1 Buy Nothing
Eco Market

• Leverage eclectic mix of businesses in Scarborough East
to run a biennial market in car parks / rear building spaces
between Westview and Gildercliffe Streets

• Start small and
experiment on timing
/ layout / partnerships
before promoting
widely

• Design market attractions to complement / highlight local
business mix:
o hardware repair café (Scaboro Hardware)
o bike doctor (Blazing Saddles)
o homebrewing demonstrations (Scarborough Cellars)

• Co-ordinate with
World Car-Free Day
(22 September)

POSITIVE
COMMUNITY IMPACT

INDICATIVE
BUDGET

TIMING

×××

$$$

S

××

$

S-L

××

$

S-L

o clothing and homewares swap meet (op-shops)
o preserves, bread and recipes exchange (cafés)
o entertainment – busking, Eco-Fairies, Junkadelic etc
o CoS – waste education, native plant giveaway etc
1.2 Pavement
performances

• Collaborate with Mr Herbert’s and Hilltop shops to trial Car
Park Jazz on Friday evenings in the warmer months – would
require extended trading hours
• Gain necessary approvals depending on scale of event (e.g.
expanded liquor license, traffic management etc)
• Promote and assist with implementation

1.3 Social
sundowners

• Partner with local businesses to host quarterly/six-monthly
social sundowners
• Find interesting locals / businesses to present on topics
relevant to The Bend’s future
• Fund a micro-grants program (e.g. Neighbourhood Soup) to
encourage and facilitate delivery of innovative ideas from the
community

• Tie in with members
updates
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INITIATIVE

ACTIONS

TIPS

1.4 Outdoor
cinemas

• Submit event application (including funding) to host annual
outdoor cinema night in Scarborough Community Hub
amphitheater

Uber Eats / Menulog
may represent ways
to involve local food
businesses

• Hire inflatable screen and kit
• Liaise with local businesses to supply takeaway food before
approaching food trucks

POSITIVE
COMMUNITY IMPACT

INDICATIVE
BUDGET

TIMING

××

$$

M

×××

$$$

M

• Sell popcorn and ice-cream to raise funds
• Secure local musicians for pre/post show entertainment
1.5 Laneway
parties

• Convene group of interested businesses and residents to
co-ordinate a biennial celebration in Brodie Lane between
Flamborough Street and Grand Promenade
• Prioritise opportunities for local businesses to participate and
sell their wares
• Attract food trucks and craft stalls that complement, not
compete with, existing businesses
• Attract local musicians and performers to bring laneway to life
• Consider billy cart race to attract children and families, taking
advantage of slight slope

Budget: $ = 0-500 $$ = 500-5000 $$$ = 5000-10,000 $$$$ = 10,000+
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Timing: S = 0-1 years. M = 1-3 years. L = 3-5 years

2. Growing Green: making The Bend blossom. Softening our sometimes harsh and uninviting urban landscape through more
trees, verge plantings and opportunities for people to come together and grow their own food is an important step in creating
places in which people want to linger longer.
INITIATIVE

ACTIONS

TIPS

2.1 Planter box
revival

• Identify committee member and/or local green thumbs to
maintain The Bend’s planter boxes on a regular basis

• Approach Scarboro
Hardware to provide
discounted wood
oiling supplies

• Transplant with hardy varieties (e.g. succulents) able to
withstand long periods without water
2.2 Fruit and veg
drop-off box

• Identify centrally located business to host community drop-off
box

POSITIVE
COMMUNITY IMPACT

INDICATIVE
BUDGET

TIMING

×

$$

S

×

$

S

×××

$$$

M

• Link to initiative 1.5

• Promote during key harvest seasons, encouraging community
to use
• Support residents with publicly-accessible fruit trees / herbs
to indicate their location on www.ripenear.me
2.3 Urban
plantings

• Survey landowners of residential and commercial properties
fronting SBR, side streets and laneways regarding their intent
to redevelop
• Approach landowners of strategic gathering sites to
explore willingness for increased greenery on private land
(permanent and movable garden beds) – sites include front
and rear of Scarborough East shops (Scarboro Hardware et
al), Doubleview IGA car park, Herbert Street shops car park
(Mr Herbert et al), front and rear of Hilltop shops (Dunn and
Walton et al), laneways and drainage sump adjacent Pingrup
Lane

• CoS may distribute a
landowner survey, or
provide landowner
contact details
• Funding sources:
CoS Living Green
Grant Program;
LotteryWest,
• www.mulchnet.com
supplies free mulch

• Work with gardening enthusiast / landscape architect to
develop planting scheme for spaces with lower likelihood of
being redeveloped in the short term – opt for hardy, water wise
varieties
• Secure grant funding for plants, soil improver etc
• Consider community planting blitz to assist with
implementation, strengthen neighbourhood connections and
build ownership of upgrades
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INITIATIVE

ACTIONS

TIPS

2.4 Street trees

• Work with local landscape architect / urban designer
to explore potential for trees to be:

• IBC tanks be sleeved
with wooden sheets
and painted by local
artists / school
children

o planted in verge areas unlikely to be impacted by Activity
Corridor Plan
o installed in large containers (e.g. IBC tanks) located in
verge areas

POSITIVE
COMMUNITY IMPACT

INDICATIVE
BUDGET

TIMING

××

$$$$

L

××

$$$$

L

• If feasible, work with City to identify funding sources and agree
to maintenance schedule
2.5 Community
garden

• Explore partnership opportunities with West Stirling
Neighbourhood House (WSNH) for community to access and
manage established garden
• Liaise with CoS Sustainability team to propose extending
community garden into green space fronting SBR and
Hancock Streets with fruit orchard and herbs

• Funding sources:
CoS Community
Garden Policy;
Department of
Communities;
LotteryWest

• Consider upgrades in line with initiatives
5.3, 5.4 and 5.5
Budget: $ = 0-500 $$ = 500-5000 $$$ = 5000-10,000 $$$$ = 10,000+
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Timing: S = 0-1 years. M = 1-3 years. L = 3-5 years

3. A Brand for the Bend: making it clear this is The Bend’s territory, and surprising and delighting people as they look around.
Small-scale improvements to how the Bend looks and injections of creativity will build a stronger sense of pride and identity,
sparking new waves of interest in visiting and investing in The Bend.
INITIATIVE

ACTIONS

TIPS

3.1 Bendesque
artworks

• Work alongside CoS Arts Officer to identify local themes and
characteristics (in line with CoS Public Art Strategy vision and
objectives)

• The blank wall on the
Post Office building
and the wall opposite
Mr Herbert’s
represent quick win
opportunities

• Opportunities identified through consultation include:
o mural pieces on walls and electrical boxes, including
designs that point the way to the beach and the city
o bike parking (see initiative 5.1)
o kinetic sculptures that move in the breeze

POSITIVE
COMMUNITY IMPACT

INDICATIVE
BUDGET

×××

$$$$
(depending
on scale)

S-L

$$

S

$$$$

M

$$

M

o painted power poles bringing pops of colour to our
stretch

TIMING

o hidden bendy creatures trail – fairies, pixies, monsters,
animals
o ‘Welcome to the Bend’ entry statements
o Sculptural viewing tower at Munro Reserve (initiative 4.3)

3.2 Signage

• Design and install footpath wayfinding stickers and stencils
pointing out nearby attractions and facilities –
e.g. “this way to…” “five mins to …”
• Encourage businesses to display The Bend’s promotional
posters, and join up as a Business on the Bend member
(package to be developed)
• To raise awareness of The Bend, advocate for CoS to
install digital noticeboard in prominent location along SBR
promoting upcoming local events, activities and education
campaigns

3.3 Mend the
Bend Day

• To build pride and a stronger sense of connection, host a
community cleaning bee including weed-whacking, stainscrubbing, litter-busting, pole-painting and path-sweeping

• Business on the
Bend package
could include:
local news alerts,
cross-promotions,
sundowners, skill
shares and advocacy

××

• Local media may
promote such
initiatives

• Discuss initiative with local businesses and request small
funding contributions or donation of supplies

×××

• Approach local schools and clubs to get involved
• Put a call out to local residents for tools, supplies, paint etc
• Consider hosting in collaboration with initiative 1.3
Budget: $ = 0-500 $$ = 500-5000 $$$ = 5000-10,000 $$$$ = 10,000+

|

Timing: S = 0-1 years. M = 1-3 years. L = 3-5 years
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4. Magnificent Munro: transforming Munro Reserve into the jewel of The Bend. Munro Reserve has the bones of a great space
but if it is to become a much-loved community hub, a range of opportunities have been identified – from the basics of safety and
lighting through to the bold of a sculptural viewing tower and mixed-use hub.
INITIATIVE

ACTIONS

TIPS

4.1 Safety and
amenity

• To allay safety fears and encourage use, advocate for the
installation of aesthetically appealing fencing / hedging between
playground and SBR

Hedging could be
an expansion of the
proposed fruit orchard
/ herb garden

• Advocate for improved lighting to encourage night-time
activation and discourage anti-social behaviour (including uplighting or wrapping mature trees)

4.2 Dog park

• Responding to demand, a lack of nearby facilities and calls to
separate dogs from children, advocate for CoS to introduce
enclosed dog park in Reserve’s north-east corner

Closest enclosed dog
park is 6km away in
North Beach

4.3 Sculptural
viewing tower

• An illuminated viewing tower would capitalise on the views to
the ocean, city and hills while acting as a beacon, putting The
Bend firmly on the map. Alternatively, a treetop walk would
offer a view among the leaves.

CoS’s ‘Percent for Art’
scheme has potential
to fund sculpture
through mixed-use hub
development

• In partnership with CoS, conduct preliminary assessment of
suitability and preferred locations
• Explore funding streams – e.g. CoS Public Art, CoS Cultural
Development Fund, Department
of Local Government, Sport and Cultural Industries (Culture
and the Arts) grants

POSITIVE
COMMUNITY IMPACT

INDICATIVE
BUDGET

TIMING

$$$$

S

$$$$

M

××

$$$$

M

×××

$$$$

L

××

$$$$

L

×××

$$$$

L

××

• Reach out to local artist community
o Encourage Federal / State MPs to make election
campaign commitments

4.4 Nature
playground

• Advocate for expanded nature-based play facilities once
existing asset renewal required
• Ensure community engagement consulted on preferred
design

Look to Rannoch
Tay Reserve, Yokine
Reserve as quality
benchmarks

• Engage locals with skills (e.g. men’s shed) to help with design/
construction to keep costs low and build sense of ownership

4.5 Mixed use
hub
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• Advocate for feasibility study identified within SBR West
Activity Corridor Strategy regarding redevelopment of existing
community building into mixed use hub including food and
beverage, alfresco dining and community spaces at ground
floor with offices and/or apartments above

Budget: $ = 0-500 $$ = 500-5000 $$$ = 5000-10,000 $$$$ = 10,000+

|

Alternate sites for
existing users will need
to be found during
redevelopment

Timing: S = 0-1 years. M = 1-3 years. L = 3-5 years

5. A People-Friendly Bend: championing a longer-term transformation of The Bend from a corridor for cars into a place for
people. Without bold and transformative change, Scarborough Beach Road will continue to divide The Bend and deter people from
visiting and exploring its many hidden gems.
INITIATIVE

ACTIONS

TIPS

5.1 Bike parking

• Identify appropriate bike parking locations with CoS Engineering
team

A local artist could
produce bike racks
doubling as sculpture

• Secure CoS funding – grants, allocation within financial plan

POSITIVE
COMMUNITY IMPACT

INDICATIVE
BUDGET

×××

$$

S

Beaufort Street (Mount
Lawley/Highgate) has a
variable 40km/hr limit

×××

Varied

M

Opportunities to
secure Federal
and State funding
commitments may
arise during election
periods

×××

Varied

S-L

• Approach local businesses to contribute

5.2 Road safety

• Develop a strategy with CoS to implement variable speed
reduction trial (e.g. outside peak hours) and/or safe pedestrian
crossing/s
o This will require Main Roads WA to agree and for CoS
to fund
o Actions should include petition, targeted media coverage
and meetings with Elected Members
and State MPs

Main Street, Osborne
Park implemented a
permanent 40km/hr
reduction

o Encourage businesses and residents to display “Please
Slow Down. Consider our Kids” stickers
on bins (available at Scarborough Library)

5.3 SBR
West Activity
Corridor
Strategy

• Advocate for timely implementation of Activity Corridor
Strategy through communications and meetings with CoS
management and Elected Members, and State Government
departments and MPs

Budget: $ = 0-500 $$ = 500-5000 $$$ = 5000-10,000 $$$$ = 10,000+

|

Timing: S = 0-1 years. M = 1-3 years. L = 3-5 years
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From Plan
to Reality

3

Good Governance

•

Membership on-boarding

•

Records management - Dropbox

•

Accounting - Xero

•

Customer Relationship Management database

•

Committee governance

•

Volunteer attraction and retention

Reaching out
As a volunteer group, we rely on people like you lending a hand to make
these initiatives more than words on a page. If you see something you’d
like to help out with, please get in touch via our Facebook page (search
Bend in the Road) or writing to the.bend@bigpond.com. We look
forward to welcoming you on the journey as we transform The Bend!

Westview Street

To give ourselves the biggest chance of success, we’re working hard
to improve the way we run The Bend as an organisation. This includes
a focus on developing and streamlining our systems and processes
around:

1

Outdoor cinema

2

Verge plantings

3

Buy Nothing Eco market

4

Pavement performances

5

Laneway parties

6

Community Garden

7

Sculptural Viewing Tower

8

Natureplay

9

Dog park
Street trees
Pedestrian crossing
Munro Reserve
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City of Stirling

2

2
5
1

4

5

9
6

8
7

2

St Brigid’s Terrace

4
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